We organize ourselves: above all it is to organize and plan the parade in Hamburg
We are networking: we also want to invite new people to the camp and become active together with us. We want to get connected with many different initiatives and groups and get to know us better.
We discuss: during the camp time we want to get to know each other on different topics and discuss the goals of the network
We learn from each other: different people have different abilities. We want to share and multiply these abilities. Skill sharing makes us strong!
We build: we put the results of our discussions into material for the Hamburg Parade: we build banners, masks, costumes, car decorations, flyers, videos, mobile material, flags, etc.
We support each other: often there is not enough room in our daily work for the personal interests of individuals, therefore we would like to offer a lot of space in these 4 days to create personal support, e.g. for asylum law and social counselling
We celebrate, eat and dance: times are dark, life is often stressful. Against this only celebrating together helps, and cooking, eating, laughing, swimming, dancing...!

Mail: info@communitycarnival.de
WhatsApp: 01517 1872272

We are looking forward to seeing you!
The We'll Come United Summercamp Crew

In cooperation with Sponsored By
www.welcome-united.org